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1_________________

narrow eyes

2 _________________beard
3_________________

scruffy

moustache

4_________________

6_________________

bald

5_________________

curly hair

7_________________

spiky
 hair

8_________________

9_________________

chubby

10_________________

bright eyes

straight hair

1 _______________________________________________________________________________________________

2 ______________________________________________________________________________________________

3 _______________________________________________________________________________________________

4 _______________________________________________________________________________________________

5 _______________________________________________________________________________________________

Choose 5 words and write 5 sentences.
11_________________

12  _________________

13 _________________

14_________________

tattoo

wrinkles

friendly smiles

cute

very tall

attractive

wavy 
hair

handsome

well-dressed

lovely old couple

quite short

elderly

15_________________

16_________________

17_________________

18_________________

19_________________

20_________________



Script & answers 
 
Number 1 
I’m wearing sun glasses and I have a beard. 
Yes. It’s a big beard. I can’t see your face. 
 
Number 2 
Hallo! I’m a little bit fat. People call me chubby. My name is Charlie, so they call me, Chubby Charlie. 
 
Number 3 
What’s up? Do you like my spiky hair. I use some gel to make it really spiky. 
 
Number 4 
I have straight hair. Long straight hair. It’s beautiful and shiny. 
 
Number 5 
Look at me! When I smile, I have narrow eyes. Because I have a big smile, my eyes get small and narrow. 
 
Number 6 
 My family call me bright eyes! I love writing stories. When I’m doing something I love, I have big bright eyes. 
 
Number 7 
I’m a little scruffy today. I’ve been out all night. I need to have a shower and clean up. Then I won’t be so scruffy. 
 
Number 8 
I have a moustache. It’s a curly moustache. It's a French style. Quite smart!  
 
Number 9 
I’m a security guard. I’m wearing dark glasses and I’m bald. I have no hair, so I’m bald. People say I look a bit scary. 
 
Number 10 
My hair is very curly. I think curly hair looks more interesting than straight hair. Not many people have curly hair. 
 
Number 11 
Look at my arm. It has a tattoo that says, “ Happy New Year” 
Oh! That’s a very old tattoo. It also says, 2014! 
 
Number 12 
Wow! You are very very tall! 
Yes. I’m very tall. And you are quite short! 
 
Number 13 
I’m a cute girl. And I have a cute hairstyle, and I’m wearing cute glasses. I’m seriously cute! 
 
Number 14  
Look at the camera. Make a friendly smile. 
Right!, friendly smiles make us look good. 
 
Number 15 
Hey, look at that lovely elderly couple. 
Oh, so romantic. That lovely elderly couple are still in love. 
 
Number 16 
So, what  clothes do I need for my new job? 
You need to be well-dressed like these smart looking guys. If you are well-dressed, you look handsome and 
successful. 
 
Number 17 
Good clothes make me feel attractive. When I feel attractive, I can give better presentations. 



 
 
 
Number 18 
Oh, This lecturer is young and handsome. 
So handsome! And he gives fun lectures too. 
 
Number 19 
I have very long, wavy hair. My skin is smooth, and my hair is wavy. I am a model for fashion magazines. 
 
 
Number 20 
I’m quite elderly. My skin isn’t smooth. I have a lot of wrinkles. But wrinkles give my face character, especially when 
I smile. 
 


